Background: Unilateral spatial neglect (USN), a highly prevalent and disabling post-stroke impairment, has been shown to affect the recovery of locomotor and navigation skills needed for community mobility. We recently found that USN alters goal-directed locomotion in conditions of different cognitive/perceptual demands. However, sensorimotor post-stroke dysfunction (e.g. decreased walking speed) could have influenced the results. Analogous to a previously used goal-directed locomotor paradigm, a seated, joystick-driven navigation experiment, minimizing locomotor demands, was employed in individuals with and without post-stroke USN (USN+ and USN-, respectively) and healthy controls (HC). Methods: Participants (n = 15 per group) performed a seated, joystick-driven navigation and detection time task to targets 7 m away at 0°, ±15°/30°in actual (visually-guided), remembered (memory-guided) and shifting (visually-guided with representational updating component) conditions while immersed in a 3D virtual reality environment. Results: Greater end-point mediolateral errors to left-sided targets (remembered and shifting conditions) and overall lengthier onsets in reorientation strategy (shifting condition) were found for USN+ vs. USN-and vs. HC (p < 0.05). USN+ individuals mostly overshot left targets (− 15°/− 30°). Greater delays in detection time for target locations across the visual spectrum (left, middle and right) were found in USN+ vs. USN-and HC groups (p < 0.05). Conclusion: USN-related attentional-perceptual deficits alter navigation abilities in memory-guided and shifting conditions, independently of post-stroke locomotor deficits. Lateralized and non-lateralized deficits in object detection are found. The employed paradigm could be considered in the design and development of sensitive and functional assessment methods for neglect; thereby addressing the drawbacks of currently used traditional paper-and-pencil tools.
Background
Unilateral spatial neglect (USN) is a highly disabling disorder, that is present in at least 30% of all stroke survivors [1] and in nearly 50% of individuals with right hemisphere lesions following a stroke [2] . USN is characterized by a decrease in orientation and/or response time to contralesionally located stimuli [3] . It is known to persist into the chronic stages of stroke recovery, poorly respond to available treatment methods, and significantly contribute to functional deterioration (reviewed in [4] ) and reduced quality of life [5] of the affected individuals.
One of the most sought rehabilitation goals among stroke survivors is to regain independent mobility within the community environments [6] , as safe and efficient locomotion and/or navigation in space is necessary for numerous self-care and instrumental activities of daily life. Alas, less than 40% of individuals with post-stroke USN regain independent walking abilities [7] . Consequently, it is paramount to investigate the role of spatial cognition on locomotion and navigation in individuals with post-stroke USN, with a general aim to improve rehabilitation practice in that field and ameliorate patientrelated health outcomes. Yet, the literature addressing the effects of USN on walking and/or navigation abilities remains limited and necessitates further investigation before practice recommendations can be implemented (e.g. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ). Up to now, studies reported deviations of walking/navigation trajectories in patients with poststroke USN [8-11, 14, 15] , as well as collisions with stationary [11, 14, 15] and moving obstacles [12, 16] . Our team has recently demonstrated that individuals with post-stroke USN vs. stroke individuals without USN show defective goal-directed walking abilities when heading towards left located (contralesional/ "neglected") and right located (ipsilesional/"non-neglected") targets in conditions of variable cognitive/perceptual demands: where the visual target could remain stationary, disappear or shift position during walking. Nevertheless, participants with USN walked considerably slower compared to those without USN, making walking speed a potential confounding factor when comparing the performance of the two groups. Therefore, whether goaldirected walking deficits result from perceptualattentional deficits caused by USN or are also mediated by post-stroke sensorimotor dysfunctions which affects gait, balance and posture, remains unresolved and warrants investigation. To further our understanding of the role of post-stroke USN in the control of goal-directed walking, we propose to examine its effects in a joystickdriven goal-directed navigation task which is analogous to the goal-directed walking tested earlier [13] . The main premise behind this paradigm is that the use of a joystick for navigation with the non-paretic hand, performed in sitting, minimizes the biomechanical demands of locomotion and its concurrent sensorimotor aspects. Thus, it permits to essentially examine the role of attentionalperceptual abilities involved by eliminating potential confounding factors related to gait capacity, such as walking speed. In addition, the proposed joystick-driven seated task represents a more feasible approach (to assess certain aspects of mobility in post-stroke individuals in comparison to a goal-directed locomotion task, that requires more resources (in terms of equipment, space/ setup and timing). Therefore, the joystick-driven task could potentially be more suitable to be implemented in the clinical setting.
The navigation scene and conditions employed in this study were analogous to a previously conducted goaldirected locomotor experiment [13] and included three conditions: navigation to an actual target (always present and visible to the participant, online condition); navigation to a remembered target (present at first then disappears during navigation, offline condition); and navigation to a shifting target (changes location following forward displacement of the participant, online condition). The primary objective of this study was to estimate the extent to which post-stroke USN affects goal-directed navigation abilities in online and offline conditions. Secondary objectives were to estimate the extent to which post-stroke USN affects target detection abilities, what is the relationship of navigation abilities with measures of detection abilities and clinical measures of USN, and whether the navigation task can detect USN-related deficits that were otherwise left undetected using conventional methods. We hypothesized that post-stroke USN would affect navigation and detection abilities, such that greater end-point accuracy errors, longer re-orientation of navigation trajectories and greater detection times would be observed for the group with USN vs. those without USN and healthy controls, possibly in all conditions. We also hypothesized that clinical USN measures and target detection abilities would be minimally associated with navigation outcomes. In addition, we speculated that the navigation task in more cognitively/perceptually demanding conditions (i.e. remembered and shifting vs. actual) would be sensitive in detecting deficits that were otherwise left undetected using conventional paper and pencil USN assessment tools.
Methods

Participants
Fifteen individuals (n = 15) per group were recruited, tested and analyzed for the study. Individuals with stroke were included based on the following criteria: (1) presence of a first-time right hemisphere stroke (as per computer tomography (CT) report, neurological examination, and medical chart), (2) with or without left USN (as per one or more of the following tests: Line Bisection Test (LBT) [17] , Star Cancellation Test (SCT) [18] , and/or Apples Test (APT) [19] on testing, or history of USN as per medical chart); (3) age between 40 and 85 years old; (4) right handedness (as per interview and/or medical chart containing Edinburgh Handedness Inventory scores [20] ). Given that participants were also involved in a walking experiment, they were all walking independently with or without a walking aid over a minimal distance of 5 m. Individuals were excluded based on the following criteria: (1) presence of primary visual impairment that impedes normal or corrected-to-normal binocular visual acuity (score ≤ 20/20 on the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study Chart [21] ); (2) presence of moderate cognitive impairment (score ≤ 22/30 the Montreal Cognitive Assessment [22] ); (3) presence of a documented visual field deficits (Goldmann perimetry or computerized equivalent, as per medical chart); and (4) any premorbid neurological and/or orthopedic condition that can impede locomotion. Age-matched (±5 years) healthy controls were also recruited, following the same inclusion/exclusion criteria (where applicable).
Participants with (USN+) and without (USN-) poststroke USN were recruited from the inpatient discharge lists of three clinical sites of Centre de Recherche Interdisciplinaire en Réadaptation du Montreal Métropolitain (CRIR), including the Jewish Rehabilitation Hospital (JRH), Centre de Réadaptation Lucie Bruneau and the Institut de Réadaptation Gingras-Lindsay de Montréal. These sites provide inpatient and outpatient post-stroke rehabilitation for patients living in the Greater Montreal area, Quebec, Canada. Healthy controls (HC) were recruited from the research database of the JRH and word-of-mouth using snowball sampling technique. Preauthorized advertisement in form of wall-mounted notice was also used to recruit participants. All study participants provided their informed consent before enrolling in the study, as approved by the CRIR Institutional Review Board (CRIR-935-0214).
Data collection
The process of data collection consisted of (1) clinical USN evaluation followed by the (2) virtual reality (VR)-based goal-directed navigation and detection time tasks. Experiments were carried out in a single session of approximately 30-45 min (including set-up time). In addition, prior to experimental data collection, each participant also completed a set of clinical measures of walking speed (10-Meter Walk Test (10MWT) [23] [24] [25] ), mobility (Rivermead Mobility Index (RMI) [26] ), and post-stroke recovery of lower extremities motor function (Chedoke McMaster Stroke Assessment (CMSA) -Leg and Foot [27] ).
Clinical USN evaluation Apparatus and stimuli
Presence, severity and type of USN were determined using the LBT, SCT, and the APT which all show excellent psychometric properties [19, 28, 29] . The LBT and SCT were repeated in the near and far extrapersonal space, using a procedure previously employed, where participants were positioned 40 cm and 320 cm away from the screen for near and far USN testing, respectively. [8, 30] . Both tests were projected on the screen with appropriate sizes (near space: 21 × 28 cm; far space: 168 × 224 cm) to keep the visual angle of each array and the retinal size image constant during the two testing conditions. Responses were provided with a laser. The APT was presented on a sheet of paper on a steady table, aligned with the participant's midline (i.e. sternum) and fixed on the table with tape to prevent possible shifts.
Procedure
In the LBT, participants were asked to find the midline of each presented line (n = 18), starting from the top line. In the SCT, participants were instructed to find all the small stars (n = 52) among the distractors. In the APT, participants were instructed to find all the whole apples (n = 50). An absolute mean deviation of more than 6.0 mm [17] , and 4.8 cm to the right is indicative of left near-space and far-space USN, respectively. An average percentage of deviation from midline was also computed for near and far-space LBT to estimate the difference in severity between near and far space USN. Scores between 0 and 0.46 are indicative of left nearspace USN on the SCT, computed as the number of crossed out small start over the total number of small stars [17] . In the APT, the total number of crossed out complete and incomplete apples was computed, and an asymmetry scores for egocentric (i.e. difference between the numbers of complete shape targets crossed out on the right versus left side of the page) and allocentric (i.e. difference between the numbers of incomplete shape targets crossed out with a right and with a left opening) USN were calculated [19] . The overall cutoff of < 42/50 is indicative of near-space USN. Asymmetry cutoff score across the page of <− 2 or > 2 (difference between right side and left-sided targets cancelled) is indicative of egocentric near-space USN. Asymmetry cutoff score across the cancelled distractors on the page with left vs right sided openings of <− 1 or > 1 is indicative of allocentric near-space USN. All cancellation tests were timed.
Severity of USN was characterized by a positive result on 1 to 3 (mild), 4 (moderate), and 5 or more (severe) clinical test scores out of 7. This classification was modified from Lindell et al. (2007) for mild (positive result on 1-3) vs. moderate/severe USN (positive result on 4 or more tests) [31] to distinguish moderate vs. severe cases.
Outcomes
Outcomes retained for analysis included: overall USN severity (history, mild, moderate or severe), (2) USN range of space severity (near and/or far-space), and (3) USN spatial representation type (allocentric vs egocentric). Participants were included in the USN+ group if they had USN on one or several of the aforementioned tests, or if they had a history of USN as per their medical chart. Subjects with a history of neglect are individuals who had neglect on clinical USN measures in the acute and/or subacute phases of stroke recovery but who no longer show neglect on clinical measures when in the chronic phase, that is at the time when they were recruited in the study. The reasoning behind this inclusion criteria is that previous studies showed deficits consistent with USN presentation among individuals with history of USN [15, 16, [32] [33] [34] [35] , possibly due to a poor sensitivity of clinical USN tests and/or because deficits may become more apparent when executing more functional and complex activities.
VR-based goal-directed navigation and detection time tasks Apparatus and stimuli
The VR-based navigation and detection tasks were performed while seated and immersed in a 3-D virtual environment (VE) representing a symmetrical and richlytextured room (9 m × 15 m) including a visual display of walls and ceiling (i.e. giving an impression of indoor space with appropriate depth cues [36] ). The target, a red ball, was presented 7 m away from the starting position (i.e. far-space) and at the following 5 possible locations: ±15°/30°, 0° (Fig. 1a) . The target appeared at the same height and size in the visual field to avoid differences in distance perception [37, 38] . The VE scene was created in Softimage XSI®. During the experiments, the real-time CAREN-3™ (Computer Assisted Rehabilitation Environment; Motek BV, Amsterdam) software was employed to control the scene. The viewing media was a helmet mounted display (HMD -NVisor™, NVIS Inc., Reston, VA, USA) with a binocular field of view of 60°d iagonal, 30°vertical by 40°horizontal, Extended Graphics Array resolution (1024 × 1280 pixels), refresh frequency of 60 Hz, 1 kg in weight, and blocking all peripheral vision with only the VE visible to the participant. Responses were provided with the dominant, nonparetic right hand using a joystick (Attack3™, Logitech, Newark, CA, USA), securely fixed on a table at a comfortable height, adjusted for each participant. The joystick controlled a pointer (not visible to the participant) that represented the position of the individual in firstperson view. The VE scene was viewer-centered and the HMD real time tracking was disabled, allowing the scene to remain stable and viewer-centered, regardless of head orientation. Navigation in the scene, when required, was possible using the joystick in the mediolateral (left/right) planes at constant and pre-set speed of 0.75 m/s, being the average speed of ambulatory stroke population [10] .
Procedure
Goal-directed navigation Practice trials were performed (n = 5-10) prior the actual experiment until the participant felt comfortable in executing the task. For each condition (actual, remembered and shifting), five trials per target location (±30 ±15, 0°) were performed, for a total of 75 navigation trials or 25 trials per condition. Condition and target location were randomized. Prior to each trial, a "GET READY" sign appeared. At the end of each navigation trial, a "STOP" sign appeared; following which, the scene was recalibrated to the starting position for the beginning of a new trial. While the target was at 7 m away from the starting position, the navigation trial ended at 5 m of forward displacement, to avoid the cursor hitting the target (Fig. 1b) .
In all conditions, a single target first appeared on the screen for 2000 ms. This was followed by a beep sound, signalling participants to navigate towards the target using the joystick. In the actual condition, the target remained visible during movement while in the remembered condition, it disappeared after the beep. Finally, in the shifting condition, the target remained visible after the beep but following 1.5 m of forward displacement, it could either shift its location to the right or left (+ 15°/ 30 or − 15°/30) or remain in the middle. If the shift occurred, participants were instructed to re-orient their navigation towards the new target location as soon as possible.
Detection task
The target appeared at the following 5 possible angles (±30, ±15, 0°) with randomized onset times. Participants were instructed to press the front joystick button with their index finger of the non-paretic, dominant, right hand as soon as they perceived the target. Catch trials (n = 10 within each condition) lasting 2500 ms, with no target, were introduced to minimize response bias. Five trials per location were performed for total of 75 trials. Target location was randomized between trials.
Outcomes Outcomes related to the goal-directed navigation and detection tasks included the following: (1) Endpoint mediolateral displacement (MLD) error (i.e. accuracy measure, m), defined as the difference in meters between the mediolateral position of the target and that of the individual at 5 m of forward displacement; (2) Direction of trajectory deviation, defined as the side (left or right) from the target where the individual was located at the end of the trial; (3) Onset of reorientation strategy (for shifting condition only, i.e. temporal measure, sec), was determined using a variation of the extrapolation method [39] , based on the extrapolation of trajectory segments. First, movement trajectory segments before (i.e. control movement) and after (i.e. adjusted movement) the shift were outlined and fitted using linear regression. Following, a line between 15 and 85% of the fitted trajectory was outlined and extrapolated. The onset of reorientation strategy is thus defined by the time at which the target was shifted (i.e. at 1.5 m of forward displacement) minus the time at which the extrapolated lines for pre-and post-shift crossed each other (Additional file 1); and (4) Detection time (temporal measure, sec), defined as the time difference between target appearance and its detection by the participant.
Data and statistical analyses
All data were recorded at 120 Hz in CAREN-3™ and stored for off-line analyses in Matlab 2016a (The Mathworks, USA). Participants' responses on goal-directed navigation and target detection tasks were averaged across conditions (navigation task) and target locations (navigation and detection tasks), such that mean values could later be compared across groups and between conditions. All statistical analyses were performed using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc). Significance was accepted at p ≤ 0.05.
The effects of post-stroke USN, target condition and target location on goal-directed navigation performances were examined using repeated measures mixed-model analysis, with 'Group' [USN+, USN-, HC] as between subject factor x 'Target Condition' [actual vs. remembered vs. shifting] x 'Target Location' [±15°/30°, 0°] as within subject factors. In the event of significant 3-way interaction effect of Group x Target Condition x Target Location, post-hoc comparisons of simple effects were elaborated on using previously identified relevant pairwise comparisons and included 1) within USN+/USN-/ HC groups comparisons with target condition and target location factors (e.g. responses to − 30°target in actual vs. -30°target in remembered condition within the USN + group); and 2) between USN+/USN-/HC group comparisons for each angle and condition (e.g. responses to − 30°target in actual condition for USN+ vs. USNgroups).
Further, to estimate the effect of post-stroke USN on the delay in re-orientation strategy to the left [− 15°/− 30°target shift] and to the right [+ 15°/+ 30°target shift] sides were examined separately for each side using the repeated-measures mixed-model analysis, with 'Group' [USN+ vs. USN-vs. HC] as the between-subject factor.
Following, the effects of USN and target location on detection times were examined using repeated-measures mixed-model analysis, with 'Group' [USN+ vs. USN-vs. HC] as a between subject factor x 'Target Location' [±15°/30°, 0°] as a within subject factor.
Kendall rank correlation coefficients were used to quantify the relationship of goal-directed navigation performances to the left (− 30°) target with clinical assessments of neglect within near and far spaces (LBT, SCT, APT) and detection time outcome to the left-sided target (− 30°) given that the data was not normally distributed in the USN+ group. The size of the correlation coefficient was interpreted as per established guidelines: very high (0.90-1.00), high (0.70-0.90), moderate (0.50-0.70), low (0.30-0.50) or negligible (0.00-0.30) [40] .
To determine whether the navigation task can detect deficits otherwise not identified using traditional tests, single case analyses were used to compare the performance of each participant with history of USN as well as to compare the performance of each USN-participant with respect to the average performance of the HC group. Precisely, the Crawford and Garthwaite (2002) approach (Singlims.exe, University of Aberdee, Aberdeen, UK) [41] , implementing classical methods for comparison of a single case's score to scores obtained in a control sample, was used. This approach tests whether an individual's score is significantly different from a control or normative sample. Results provide a point estimate of the effect size for the difference between the case and controls with an accompanying 95% confidence interval, and a point and interval estimate of the abnormality of the case's score, where it estimates the percentage of the population that would obtain a lower score.
Results
Fifteen individuals with post-stroke USN (USN+, n = 15, 60.2 ± 8.8 years old, 1.6 ± 1 year post-stroke, 11/15 ischemic stroke, 12 males), fifteen individuals post-stroke without USN (USN-, n = 15, 58.5 ± 13.2 years old, 2.0 ± 2.1 years post-stroke, 13/15 ischemic stroke, 13 males), and fifteen age-matched healthy control individuals (HC, n = 15, 61.0 ± 11.8 years old, 7 males) were recruited in the period between December 2014 and March 2016 (Table 1) . Each participant successfully completed all the experimental trials. Both the USN+ and USN-groups predominantly consisted of male participants and were statistically similar in terms of stroke chronicity. No significant between-group differences were found on all baseline characteristics across the 3 study groups; with exception of walking speed where USN+ individuals were slower walkers vs. USN-and HC groups (p < 0.05) Table 1 .
USN characteristics
The USN+ group included five (n = 5) individuals with history of USN, and ten (n = 10) individuals with actual USN on testing ( Table 2 ). All USN-related measures, both in the near and far space (p ≤ 0.05), demonstrated deficits in patients with post-stroke USN. By contrast, none of the USN-individuals scored positive in any of the USN assessments. The deviation percentages on the LBT (near space: 6.6 ± 4.9; far space: 6.6 ± 6.2) and laterality indices on the SCT (near space: 0.9 ± 0.11; far space: 0.9 ± 0.09) in the USN+ group were also found to be similar between the near and far space (p = 0.50 to 1.00). Participants with history of USN (S1-S5) were significantly different from USN-group only on two temporal measures (timing of SCT and APT) (p < 0.05).
When considering individuals' scores on USNrelated measures in the 10 participants with actual neglect, however, some variability in the expression of USN was observed. Four (n = 4) participants had more severe far-than near-space USN, two (n = 2) had more severe near-than far-space USN, and four (n = 4) had only near-space USN. Allocentric (object-centered) USN was more common and found in 7 out of 10 participants. Egocentric (viewer-centered) USN was found in 2 out of 10 individuals, and 2 participants presented with both allocentric and egocentric USN. Mild, moderate and severe USN was present in six (n = 6/10), two (n = 2/10), and two (n = 2/10) participants, respectively. A comparison of onset times of reorientation strategy across the 3 groups for the shifting target condition (Fig. 4) revealed a significant Group effect (F (2, N = 45) = 3.68, p = 0.03). Pairwise comparisons further indicated that the USN+ group presented with longer onsets of reorientation strategies compared to the USN-and HC groups for all target locations (p < 0.05).
Goal-directed navigation and detection
No significant differences were found between USN-vs. HC groups.
As illustrated in Fig. 5 , a significant 2-way interaction of Group x Target Location was also found for the detection time on the target detection task (F 014 s) and HC (detection times from − 30°to + 30°are: 0.32 ± 0.05; 0.31 ± 0.04; 0.35 ± 0.07; 0.33 ± 0.06; 0.34 ± 0.07 s) groups (p < 0.05), with the latter two groups showed no significant differences.
Relationship and deficits' detection ability analyses
Relationship and deficits' detection ability analyses were performed between USN clinical tests and goal-directed navigation performances (MLD error and onset of reorientation outcomes) to the left eccentric target (− 30°) in the remembered and shifting conditions, as these specific conditions showed the largest alteration in the USN+ individuals. No significant correlations were found between any USN clinical tests and detection time outcome with the MLD error in the remembered and shifting condition (p > 0.05). Significant, but negligible to low magnitude, correlations were found between the onset time of reorientation strategy and scores on the LBT/SCT in near space (r = 0.29/r = − 0.33) and LBT in far space (r = 0.34) (p < 0.05), indicating that a poor performance on USN tests was somewhat associated with a poor performance on the goal-directed navigation task in the shifting condition. No significant correlations were found between the detection time outcome and the onset time of reorientation strategy outcome (p > 0.05). Further, single case analyses were performed (Table 3 ) for two outcomes that were found to be significantly affected in USN+ vs. other two study groups: MLD error in the remembered and shifting conditions. The navigation task in these conditions allowed the detection of significantly higher MLD errors vs. the normative sample (HC group) in 3 out of 5 individuals with history of USN (S2, S4, S5) (p < 0.05) and in 4 (S16, S17, S22, S24) out of 15 USN-(p < 0.05). In addition, significantly higher MLD errors vs. the normative sample (USNgroup) were found in 3 out of 5 individuals with history of USN (S1, S2, S5) (p < 0.05). Further, it is important to note that most participants with history of USN displayed statistically similar performances in comparison to those with actual USN on testing.
Discussion
The present study investigated the effects of post-stroke USN on goal-directed navigation and detection abilities. We employed a joystick-driven navigation task, thereby eliminating the potential confounding effects of gaitrelated abilities which normally differ between individuals with vs. without USN [9, 13, 14] . Furthermore, such a task could be easier to implement in the clinical setting, as it necessitates a fairly easy setup within a compact area and requires a short administration time approximating 15 min. This is of particular importance for patients with post-stroke USN, as they are known to have a decreased sustained attention and alertness over longer periods of time [42, 43] .
Overall, USN-specific deficits in space navigation and object detection were identified and are in accordance with prior research, suggesting that a joystick-driven task may be reflective of actual perceptual motor abilities in neglect. Recently, Aravind et al. [16] showed USNspecific deficits in a joystick navigation-based obstacle avoidance and obstacle detection task. Congruently, the results of the present study demonstrate that individuals with post-stroke USN, as they performed the joystick task, showed greater endpoint mediolateral errors in the remembered condition. Moreover, the present study provides evidence for USN deficits in representation updating during navigation, where affected individuals showed altered behavior in their ability to detect and adapt to changes in far-space target locations (i.e. shifting condition). Collectively, these findings propose that poststroke USN affects space navigation, even in the absence of greater sensorimotor demands otherwise present in locomotion. Another interesting finding is that during navigation, individuals predominantly overshot left-sided targets, showing a left-side navigation deviation. This result is contrary to findings in previously conducted locomotor experiments, where individuals with poststroke USN mainly presented with rightward walking trajectory deviations (i.e. to the "non-neglected" side) [9, 14] . We hypothesize that factors such as the differences in the mode of displacement in the walking vs. the joystick navigation tasks as well as the influence of walking dysfunctions could explain this discrepancy. To clarify, the joystick mode of control allowed the participant to Fig. 4 Onset of reorientation results. Onset of reorientation results for the 3 study groups (USN+, USN-, HC ranging from dark grey to white, respectively) to the 4 target locations. Box and whiskers description: minimal and maximal values shown by the whiskers, the bottom and top of the box are the first and third quartiles, and the band inside the box is the second quartile (the median). Significant between-group differences at p-value < 0.05 are indicated for USN+ vs. USN-groups ( †) and USN+ vs. HC groups (*), respectively, next to USN+ group description (given that only a group effect was found to be significant) Fig. 5 Detection time results. Detection time results for the 3 study groups (USN+, USN-, HC ranging from dark grey to white, respectively) to the five target locations. Box and whiskers description: minimal and maximal values shown by the whiskers, the bottom and top of the box are the first and third quartiles, and the band inside the box is the second quartile (the median). Significant between-group differences at p-value < 0.05 are indicated for USN+ vs. USN-groups ( †) and USN+ vs. HC groups (*), respectively make trajectory adjustments that were not limited in magnitude and not restricted by one's walking capacity, as opposed to what was experienced during locomotion. For this reason, participants with USN, who also presented with a reduced walking ability, may have undershot the left (neglected) target in the walking task, while they overshot that same target during joystick navigation. In relation to that, Huitema et al. [9] , in an experiment that involved walking to a centrally located target, reported that USN+ individuals who were also slow walkers (n = 3) deviated to the ipsilesional/right side, whereas fast walkers (n = 3) deviated to the contralesional/left side. The authors concluded that walking trajectory deviation in individuals with USN may have depended on their walking ability. The joystick-driven task may thus reflect more accurately the perceptual- Single-case analysis of participants with history of USN vs. those with actual USN on testing, vs. USN-group, and vs. HC group (as control data); and single USNparticipants vs. HC group (as control data) on the performance of navigation task in the Remembered and Shifting conditions to the left target at −30°. History (Hx); Subject (S); Subjects with post-stroke USN (USN+); Subjects post-stroke without USN (USN-); Healthy controls (HC); Unilateral spatial neglect (USN); Light grey selections represent individual cases whose performance is considerably worse than the comparison group (p < 0.05); Star symbols indicate p-value < 0.05 (*), < 0.01 (**) and < 0.001(***) motor abilities of individuals with post-stroke USN, but falls short in estimating the impact of USN on actual locomotion. Another difference between joystick navigation and walking is that the former did not allow bodily horizontal rotation, such that the only way to align with a peripheral target is to terminate the trial while being in front of it. In contrast, locomotor steering is achieved through both body displacement and reorientation [44] , such that while the endpoint trajectory 'apparently undershoots' the target in terms of MLD, participants may still be 'on target' when considering their body orientation with respect to that target [45] .
Furthermore, our team previously conducted a systematic review examining the effects of post-stroke USN on goal-directed upper extremity movements performed within the near-space [46] . The findings were consistent with the hypothesis that there are two different types of action control, processed via distinct visual streams, ventral and dorsal [47] . More precisely, impairments in upper extremity movements among individuals with post-stroke USN were found mostly during perceptual, memory-guided or delayed tasks (e.g. delayed pointing to remembered target location -ventral stream processing/offline movements); but not in immediate tasks (e.g. pointing to an actual target -dorsal stream processing/online movements). We propose that the conditions used in the present experiment could tap into ventral vs. dorsal stream hypothesis such that: the actual condition is visually-guided/online as it requires a quick response with the joystick; the remembered condition is memory-guided/offline; and the shifting condition is visually-guided, but since it also necessitates representational updating, it could be party an offline type. On one hand, what we found is that the proposed ventral vs. dorsal stream hypothesis does potentially hold for far-space exploration in navigation, given that significant between-group differences were shown in both conditions with offline components (i.e. remembered and shifting), but not in the actual/online condition. On the other hand, we speculate that this hypothesis does not entirely hold for far-space exploration in locomotion, given that significant betweengroup differences were shown in both, actual and remembered conditions. We argue that as opposed to joystick navigation in far space, far space exploration requiring goal-directed locomotion entails additional space computation and re-adjustments of self with respect to target location [48] and perceived optic flow direction [49] to transform perception into action. It is also a longer task to perform as opposed to joystick navigation, and is more physically demanding. As a result, the actual condition in the locomotor experiment is potentially no longer a clear-cut "online" condition, but rather incorporates both, online and offline components. These additional demands on the visual-perceptual, attention, and sensorimotor systems during walking vs. navigation could account for these differences in findings between the two experiments. Overall, rather than fully supporting the ventral stream hypothesis in USN proposed by Milner and Goodale [50] , our results of the locomotion vs. navigation experiment align with the model proposed by Rizzollati and Matelli [51] who suggested that a system encompassing both ventral and dorsal streams is underlying USN, such that action control in the dorsal system is affected by the disruption of visuospatial information from ventral regions (temporal-parietal).
Lateralized and non-lateralized USN deficits found in farspace object detection
The detection task in the present experiment identified USN-related deficits in the detection time of leftsided (i.e. contralesional) targets. This is in accord with previous studies on contralesionally located object detection in post-stroke USN individuals [16, 35, 52, 53] . In fact, an ample body of research focused on lateralized spatial USN deficits occurring in the neglected/contralesional hemispace. To a large extent, the attentional theory of USN, namely its hemispheric imbalance model [53, 54] , global/local processing model [55] [56] [57] [58] and the disengagement deficit/attentional shift model [59] [60] [61] ), could provide explanations into this type of impairment and support our findings. The attentional theory of USN overall proposes that the right brain hemisphere plays the key role in directing attention to the left visual hemispace. It further suggests that lateralized left USN deficits are observed following the right hemisphere lesion and: 1. ensuing lack of orientation to left hemispace due to hypoactive right hemisphere (i.e. hemispheric imbalance model [53, 54] ); or 2. inability to direct global/local attention (global/local processing model [55] [56] [57] [58] ); or 3. inability to disengage attention from the right visual hemispace and shift attention to the left visual hemispace (disengagement deficit model [59] [60] [61] ). Interestingly, through the detection task, we also identified deficits that were non-lateralized, where performances were not solely worse in the neglected hemifield, but also in the ipsilesional/"nonaffected" hemispace. Previous studies have also reported presence of non-lateralized deficits in individuals with post-stroke USN [62, 63] . Functional imaging studies reported the intraparietal sulcus and the frontal cortex to play a role in non-lateralized visual processing [64, 65] . In relation to that, our sample of individuals with post-stroke USN was constituted of nearly 70% of those with parietal and/or frontal lesions [13] further indicating that the presence of non-lateralized deficits could be accounted for by the lesion areas involved.
Clinical USN measures are not reflective of navigation abilities, but the navigation task could detect dormant deficits Traditionally, post-stroke USN is assessed using paperand-pencil tests, such as those used in the present study (e.g. Line Bisection, Star Cancellation, Apples Tests). In our participants, the results on these tests did not show any significant associations with the outcomes of MLD error in the remembered and shifting conditions; and only negligible to low magnitude associations with the outcome of onset of reorientation in shifting condition. This lack of significant associations could be explained by the differences in the types of stimuli (e.g. static vs. dynamic) and the nature of the tasks (cancellation and bisection vs. navigation). Moreover, despite the convenience of paper-and-pencil tests, their easy application and scoring, most of them are designed to assess USN of near-extrapersonal space only, and do not address essential everyday activities within the far-extrapersonal space. In fact, studies have reported participants with recovered USN based on conventional paper and pencil tests showing residual altered walking trajectory [66] and goal-directed reaching impairments [67] . Also, recent studies identified patients having mild USN, or no USN on paper-and-pencil tests but showing difficulty and USN on a VR task involving more challenging and dynamic type of tasks within an ecological 3-D environment [15, 32, 68] . These findings further demonstrate the lack of conventional evaluation tools' sensitivity and help explain the negligible or low associations found in the present study. Compared to paper-and-pencil tests, our navigation task likely involved more complex processes of representational updating, spatial memory, and readjustments calculations/adaptability of self as one approaches the far-space target. Those skills and abilities are not accounted for in the paper-and-pencil tests, possibly leading to the lack of association. Therefore, our results confirm that conventional methods of USN assessment are not sufficient and sensitive enough to detect functional impairments in daily activities, such as goal-directed locomotion and/or navigation.
In addition, the performance to the left target (− 30°) in the remembered and shifting conditions allowed detecting deficits in 3 out of 5 participants with "recovered" USN as per the conventional paper-and-pencil tests (i.e. having a history of USN) and in 4 individuals of the USN-group, supporting the observation that conventional USN assessment tools may fail to predict performance in visually-guided functional tasks [12, 15, 68, 69] . This finding suggests that although individuals with "recovered" (or undiagnosed) USN may perform within the norms in static, 2-D environments, perhaps their compensatory strategies fall short and deficits emerge when these individuals are exposed to a moving 3-D environment and performing a more complex activity. Our results warrant for the development of novel, more sensitive evaluation methods that could potentially incorporates the use of VR and tasks requiring navigation.
Limitations
Only participants with left USN (i.e. right hemisphere stroke) were included, limiting the generalizability of results to the left hemisphere stroke population. In addition, a more detailed description of participants' lesional patterns would have been informative and valuable in explaining the observed findings. Further, the present study did not examine eye movements during the experiments that could offer valuable information on gaze shifts, spatial fixations and re-fixations, possible remapping and gaze shifting impairments underlying USN. Another limitation is that the task design did not allow rotations along the vertical axis to mimic head and body horizontal rotation strategies as used in goal-directed locomotion [44] ; however, the task was designed this way, so as not to add extra complexities to the control interface. Moreover, the motor function and recovery of the non-paretic upper extremity used in the joystick experiment was not objectively evaluated in the present study using standardized measures and one could argue that a unilateral hemisphere stroke could possibly result in impairments of bilateral upper extremities, but to different degrees: "more vs. less affected". Nevertheless, we believe that the paradigm used in this study allowed, to the best possible, to minimize the contribution of poststroke sensorimotor impairments. Further, no significant differences between USN-and HC participants were observed in any of the outcome measures, suggesting that sensorimotor deficits of the non-paretic upper extremity, if any, did not affect the joystick task performance. Lastly, given the challenge of disentangling visual neglect from visual field deficits in individuals with post-stroke USN, the Goldmann perimetry or computerized equivalent tests results were often absent from medical charts of these participants. This could have resulted in the inclusion of participants with concurrent visual field deficits and USN in the USN+ group.
Conclusions
The present study demonstrated complementary evidence to a previously conducted goal-directed locomotion experiment. We identified that even in the absence of biomechanical demands of locomotion, goal-directed navigation is affected in a memory-guided condition and in a task requiring representational updating component in individuals with USN. In addition, lateralized and non-lateralized deficits were shown using the detection task in the individuals with USN. These deficits were not associated with observed performances with clinical USN measures; however, the navigation task was sensitive in detecting deficits otherwise left undetected by conventional assessments. While the joystick navigation show similarities with goal-directed walking in terms of the task itself and observed findings in individuals with USN, discrepancies were also identified in the side of the endpoint mediolateral deviations, and alterations found in the actual condition during locomotion, but not during navigation, which may be explained by factors such as the mode of displacement and the influence of walking ability (or lack of thereof ). Taken together, these findings present preliminary steps towards the development of more sensitive evaluation tools and treatment approaches that incorporate VR-based navigation and object detection, and that account for lateralized and non-lateralized deficits, representational updating and spatial memory.
